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Preface

Purpose 
 
The purpose of this document is to introduce NCS to network engineers, and to satisfy 
their curiosity about what it can do.

It does not provide step-by-step instructions on how to enter commands, or to carry out 
specific tasks.

Scope 
 
This document explains the functions of NCS in general and uses two examples (both of 
which are delivered with the NCS bundle) to explain how NCS works with devices and 
services.
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1. What Is NCS?

 
Advanced networking services are complex to provision, often requiring changes 
to multiple devices and large numbers of parameters per device. In addition, 
distributed changes need to be made with caution and discipline, as even the failure 
of a single change can disrupt the services provided by the network and be very 
difficult to diagnose and recover from.

In addition, it is no easy task to keep a repository of configuration data for all the 
devices in your network up to date.

These are the problems that Tail-f’s Network Control System (NCS) solves. NCS 
acts as the interface to the network for both you, the network engineer, and for 
management applications.

Apart from the Configuration datastore, there are two key parts to NCS, the Device 
Manager and the Service Manager. They serve different purposes but are tightly 
integrated into one transactional engine and datastore.

NETWORK CONTROL SYSTEM

Its not an easy task to keep a 
repository of configuration data 
for all the devices in your network 
up to date. This is what Tail-f’s 
NCS was built for.
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1.1  The Device Manager

The purpose of the Device Manager is to manage device configurations in a 
transactional manner. It supports features such as bi-directional device configuration 
synchronization, device groups and templates, and fine-grained real-time changes 
to devices.

NCS does not assume that all changes are driven through NCS. The Device 
Manager has built-in capabilities to take into account that devices are reconfigured 
directly with the device specific tools.

1.2  The Service Manager

The Service Manager makes it possible for you to manage high-level aspects of the 
network that require configuration of several devices as one transaction, such as a 
VPN. With the appropriate service definition running in the Service Manager, you 
could, for example, configure the VLANs that should exist in the network in a single 
place, and the Service Manager will compute the specific configuration changes 
required for each device in the network and deploy them to the devices. This covers 
the whole life-cycle for a service, creation, change and deletion.

NCS has an easy to use mapping layer so that you can define how a service should 
be deployed in the network.

1.3  The Configuration Datastore (CDB)

NCS uses a dedicated built-in storage (CDB) for all configuration data. The CDB is 
kept in sync with the real network device configuration. Audit and reconciliation 
functions are supported. It also maintains the runtime relationships between 
service instances and the corresponding device configurations. Apart form the 
Configuration datastore, there are two key parts to NCS, the Device Manager and 
the Service Manager. They serve different purposes but are tightly integrated into 
one transactional engine and datastore.
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2. What Can NCS Do For You?

2.1  Using NCS as a Central Point of Management

Network engineers can use Tail-f NCS as a central point of management for the 
entire network. It provides two user interfaces, a Web-UI and a network- wide CLI 
that not only can talk to an entire network of devices but that can also work with 
services. The CLI can be set to follow the Juniper or Cisco style, whichever you 
prefer. Separate from these two Interfaces, it is also possible to program actions 
using REST and Python.

All devices and services in the network can be accessed and manipulated using 
this CLI providing you with a remarkable power tool. To prevent incorrect actions 
from being inadvertently implemented and also to ensure that company policies are 
followed, “guard rails” can be set-up to limit what can be done. The typical workflow 
when using the CLI is as follows:

1. The configurations of all devices and all services are stored in the NCS 
datastore. A logical copy, called the candidate configuration, is made of this 
datastore and the changes you make are made to this datastore.

2. While configuring your changes, you will regularly use validation commands to 
check that the changes made so far are valid according to your network policies 
and integrity constraints. You do this because changes that violate integrity 
constraints or network policies cannot be applied to your network.

3. When you have made and validated all your desired changes, they are 
committed. This means that they are deployed to your network and then, 
assuming no inconsistencies were found, copied to the datastore. Changes to 
the devices are done in an atomic distributed transaction, guaranteeing that 
either all changes take place or nothing is changed. So, in effect, NCS provides 
atomic change sets using transactional coherence across devices.

4. If there are unforeseen consequences as a result of the changes, they can be 
rolled back using a single command. This capability takes the risk out of making 
changes to your network.

2.2  Using NCS With Management Applications

Any framework for developing network automation applications needs to provide 
the following capabilities:

• Definition of network services (e.g., VPNs, abstract ACLs, BGP peering policies).

• Methods for creating, modifying and deleting services, then mapping these 
service- level operations to device configuration changes.

• Deployment of updated device configurations. 

Changes to the devices are 
done in an atomic distributed 
transaction, guaranteeing that 
either all changes take place or 
nothing is changed. So, in effect, 
NCS provides atomic change sets 
using transactional coherence 
across devices.
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NCS provides these capabilities as follows:

• Services are defined in YANG (RFC 6020).

• You only have to define a template that defines how the service parameters 
are mapped to the device configuration parameters. Based on this template, 
NCS manages the whole life-cycle to create, change and delete services in the 
network.

• Deployment of updated device configurations is completed in a fail-safe way 
using distributed transactions. This step requires no programming in the case of 
Juniper, Cisco and SNMP-based devices, and little programming with many other 
types of devices.

• Apart from a direct interface to the management application, it is also possible to 
program actions using, for example, Java, REST and Python. 

2.3  Troubleshooting

To help with troubleshooting, NCS keeps track of bidirectional mappings between 
device configurations and services so that troubleshooting can be as easy as 
possible. NCS supports two basic ways of troubleshooting.

2.3.1  Service impact analysis 
If you know the device configuration element, it is easy to see which services use 
it. This can be used to see which services are affected if a device goes down or if a 
device configuration is changed or not working.

2.3.2  Root cause analysis 
For each service, it is easy to see which device configurations are being used. This 
simplifies root cause analysis to see which devices are used by a faulty service and 
if these devices are potential culprits of the service fault.

2.3.3  Restore broken services 
NCS can check if actual device configurations are aligned with the service 
configuration. This could happen if, for example, someone modified an interface 
using the native device CLI not knowing that this interface was being used by a 
VPN. NCS will detect this, calculate the minimum difference required to redress the 
problem and implement those changes.
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3. Working With Devices

Using the NCS network-wide CLI, or the Web UI, you can perform many operations 
on devices, for example: 

• Use the configuration of an existing device or a template to quickly provision a 
new device.

• Deploy configuration changes to multiple devices in a fail-safe way using 
distributed transactions.

• Validate the integrity of configurations before deploying to the network.

• Apply configuration changes to named device groups.

• Define and apply templates to the devices.

• Easily roll back changes when needed.

• Perform configuration audits to check if actual device configurations are in sync 
with the NCS datastore. If they are not, the differences will be shown.

• Synchronize the NCS datastore and the configurations on actual devices.  
This can be done in either direction, either by importing the differences to the 
NCS datastore or deploying the differences to the devices.

• Perform compliance reporting: answers the basic questions:  
“who has done what ?” and “is my network configured as it should?”

3.1  Device Models

Device models define the configuration and operational attributes of a device and 
are independent of the underlying device interface. Since all device models are 
defined in YANG the device models present a unified interface to all interfaces. No 
need to know device specific CLI commands or SNMP object identifiers. 

3.2  Network Element Drivers (NEDs)

NCS is bundled with a number of NEDs. In addition, Tail-f is constantly working to 
supply NEDs for all commercial network devices and updates that list with NEDs for 
new devices as they become available. NEDs are basically two things:

1. The Device Model (see above) 
2. Mapping to the native device interface

In most cases, NEDs are automatically created from the data-model and do not 
require any programming. This means that the NEDs can easily be updated to 
support new commands just by adding the new commands to the device models.

Tail-f has an extensive library of NEDs, new NEDs are extremely quick to develop 
since they are rendered from the Device Model.

No need to know device specific 
CLI commands or SNMP object 
identifiers
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3.3  Example 

To illustrate how you can work with devices, we will use an example of a simple net-
work with three Cisco routers.

This example is included within the library in the NCS program bundle.

You begin by telling NCS about the address, port, and authentication information for 
these three devices and also how to speak to them. This specific example has been 
preloaded with information for three simulated Cisco devices. This information can 
be shown by using the “show configuration devices device” command as 
shown here (blue text is NCS generated, green is your input, “\” means line break)

admin@ncs> show configuration devices device  
device c0 { 
 address 127.0.0.1;  
 port  10022;  
 authgroup default; 
 device-type { 
  cli { 
   ned-id cisco-ios; 
  } 
 } 
 state { 
  admin-state unlocked; 
 } 
} 
device c1 { 
...
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admin@ncs> request devices sync-from  
 sync-result { 
 device c0 
 result true 
} ....

admin@ncs% set devices device c0..2 config router bgp 234 \ 
neighbor 1.2.3.4 remote-as 2 
....

The same command would look like this in the Web-UI:

The address and port fields tell NCS where to connect to the device. The device-
type structure tells NCS it is a CLI device and the specific CLI is supported by the 
Network Element Driver (NED) cisco-ios.

However, the actual configuration of the individual devices is still unknown. Use the 
“sync-from” command to obtain the configuration information. For example:

In order to change the configuration you use the “configure” command to enter 
the configuration mode and then change or add some configuration. For example, 
across several devices such as this:

At this point the changes are local to NCS, nothing has been sent to the devices yet. 
Since the NCS Configuration Datastore (CDB) is in sync with the network, NCS can 
always calculate the minimum differences (diff) to apply the changes to the network. 
The command below compares the ongoing changes with the running datastore:

(For the rest of this document, examples will be shown in CLI sessions.)
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For example, you could make a change to the c0 router like this:

Note the use of “commit dry-run outformat native”. This will display the 
net result device commands that will be generated over the native interface without 
actually doing anything.

3.3.1  Device groups 
As mentioned earlier, ranges can be used to perform commands towards several 
devices. An alternative way of doing this is to use device groups, Device groups can 
be created to allow for grouped actions that do not require naming conventions. A 
group can reference any number of devices. Furthermore, one device can be part of 
any number of groups, and groups can be hierarchically organized.

For example, the command sequence below creates a group of core devices and a 
group with all devices. This must be done in the configuration mode. Note that you 
can use tab completion when adding the device names into the group.

admin@ncs% compare running brief 
 devices { 
  device c0 { 
  config { 
   router { 
    bgp 234 { 
     neighbor 1.2.3.4 { 
-      remote-as 1; 
+      remote-as 2; 
 
 
....

admin@ncs% set devices device c0 config interface \  
FastEthernet ½ ip address primary address 192.168.1.1 mask \ 
255.255.255.0

admin@ncs% commit dry-run outformat native  
device c0 { 
 interface FastEthernet1/2 
  ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0 
  
}

admin@ncs% commit.

Ranges can be used to perform 
commands towards several de-
vices. An alternative way of doing 
this is to use device groups
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admin@ncs% set devices device-group core device-name [ c0 c1 
] [ok][2013-08-09 11:04:37]

admin@ncs% set devices device-group all device-group core \ 
device-name c2 
[ok][2013-08-09 11:05:30] [edit]

admin@ncs% commit 
Commit complete.

admin@ncs% show devices device-group 
device-group all { 
 device-name [ c2 ]; 
 device-group [ core ]; 
} 
device-group core { 
 device-name [ c0 c1 ];

} 
[ok][2013-08-09 11:05:37]

3.3.2  Device templates 
Device templates can be used to simplify the implementation of changes to device 
groups.

Assume we would like to manage permit lists across devices. This can be achieved 
by defining templates and then applying them to device groups.

The following CLI sequence defines a tiny template called “community-list” :
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admin@ncs% set devices template community-list \ 
 config ip community-list standard test1 permit \ 
permit-list 64000:40  
[ok][2013-08-09 11:27:22]

[edit] 
admin@ncs% commit 
Commit complete. 
[ok][2013-08-09 11:27:25]

[edit] 
admin@ncs% show devices template  
template community-list { 
  config { 
   ip { 
    community-list { 
     standard test1 { 
      permit { 
       permit-list 64000:40; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
} 
[ok][2013-08-09 11:27:28]
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4. Working With Services 

An NCS service is a generic description of a specific network behaviour. This ge-
neric description can then be used to derive device settings for the devices that will 
be involved in carrying out the service.

All three layers are fully visible and can be inspected with the following CLI 
commands

show | compare  
This displays the current changes to the services 
(and any ongoing transaction)

commit dryrun 
This displays the changes to the device models that will be the result of commit-
ting the changes to the service

commit dryrun outformat native 
This displays the device commands that will be the result of committing the 
changes to the service, for example Cisco CLI commmands
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4.1  Example 
To illustrate how you can work with services, we will use an example from the NCS 
training simulator that deals with how you create layer 2 Virtual Private Networks 
(VPNs) on a simple network consisting of two Cisco distribution switches and a mix 
of Cisco and Pica8 switches at the “edge”.

To separate traffic at layer2 between two customers C1 and C2, a Q-in-Q tun-
nel needs to be setup. This will create two different customer networks spanning 
different edge and distribution switches.

4.1.1  The service model 
The service model needs these input parameters: 
 
• name

• S-VLAN

• trunk interfaces

• edge interfaces with corresponding C-VLANS

Based on this input NCS will generate device configuration changes and set up the 
Layer 2 tunnels.

4.1.2  Configuring the tunnels 
To configure the desired tunnels for the customers, you need to define the VLAN, 
the edge switches and the core switches. This CLI session covers that for customer1:
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admin@ncs% set services service customer1 type qinq s-vlan 444

admin@ncs% set services service customer1 type qinq \ 
edge-switch p0 trunk-interface ae10 
admin@ncs% set services service customer1 type qinq \ 
edge-switch p0 edge-interface ge-1/1/1 c-vlan [ 13 15 ]

admin@ncs% set services service customer1 type qinq \ 
edge-switch p1 trunk-interface ae10 
admin@ncs% set services service customer1 type qinq \ 
edge-switch p1 edge-interface ge-1/1/1 c-vlan [ 15 ]

admin@ncs% set services service customer1 type qinq \ 
edge-switch p2 trunk-interface ae10 
admin@ncs% set services service customer1 type qinq \ 
edge-switch p2 edge-interface ge-1/1/1 c-vlan [ 13 ]

admin@ncs% set services service customer1 type qinq \  
core-switch c1 trunk-interface [ “FastEthernet 1/1”\  
“FastEthernet 1/2” ] 
admin@ncs% set services service customer1 type qinq \  
core-switch c2 trunk-interface [ “FastEthernet 1/1”\  
“FastEthernet 1/2” ]

The same procedure is followed to configure the tunnel for customer2

4.1.3  Checking the configuration 
Before committing configuration changes, you can use one of NCS’s powerful tools, 
namely “commit dry-run”. This lets you see the device configurations that will be 
deployed to the devices when the “commit“ command is executed.

The dry run can be configured to show the configuration changes in the actual de-
vice native format by using the parameters “outformat native“.

In our example, this would be the result for c0, c1, a Cisco edge switch and a Cisco 
core switch.
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Note that this is the configuration change for the service, not the complete device 
configuration.

You can see that the edge and core interfaces are setup with the appropriate S-
VLAN. A point of interest here is that the configuration for c1 allows both S-VLAN 
444 and 777 on the trunks since they are used by both customer networks.

Having now checked that the changes are all correct, you can now safely commit 
the changes.

4.1.4  Service lifecycle management 
In addition to applying changes to your network in order to implement services, NCS 
can also help you manage the life-cycle of your services. In other words, everything 
from implementation through change and removal or replacement.

When NCS applies services to the network, it stores the service configuration and 
the resulting device configuration changes. From this data, NCS automatically de-
rives the device configuration changes that resulted from a service change.

This makes making changes to your service very simple.

In our example of the L2 tunnels above, any part of customer1 and customer2 ser-
vice instances can be modified. A simple change like changing the S-VLAN in the 
service will actually result in many changes in the network. This will not cause you 
any extra work because NCS does this automatically.

admin@ncs% commit dry-run outformat native 
 device c0 { 
  vlan 777 
    
  interface FastEthernet1/0 
   spanning-tree bpduguard enable 
   spanning-tree portfast  
   switchport access vlan 777  
   switchport mode dot1q-tunnel  
    
  interface FastEthernet1/2  
   switchport mode trunk  
   switchport trunk allowed vlan 777 
    
 }   
 device c1 { 
  vlan 777  
     
  interface FastEthernet1/1  
   switchport trunk allowed vlan 444,777 
   
  interface FastEthernet1/2 
   switchport trunk allowed vlan 444,777 
     
 }   

NCS manages the life-cycle of 
your services, everything from 
implementation through change 
and removal or replacement.
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The example below shows how a change of the SVLAN for customer2 from 777 to 
200 would be effected.

admin@ncs% set services service customer2 type qinq s-vlan 200 
[ok][2013-08-12 18:36:26] 
[edit]

admin@ncs% commit dry-run outformat native  
device c0 { 
vlan 200 
 
interface FastEthernet1/0  
switchport access vlan 200 
 
no vlan 777 
interface FastEthernet1/2  
switchport trunk allowed vlan 200 
 
} 
device c1 {
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5. Learning More 

5.1  For Non-Users of NCS

If you want to find out more about NCS and how it can help you with your network 
operations and you do not yet own your own copy of the software, you should go to 
the Tail-f website at “www.tail-f.com”.

Click on “Products” and choose NCS Network Control System. On the page that 
opens, click the Product Literature tab (2nd from the left on the tab bar in the middle 
of the screen). Here you will find the following:

Tail-f Network Control System Datasheet 
• An overview of multi-vendor Software-Defined Networking (SDN).

Tailflow Module Datasheet 
• An overview of the OpenFlow controller module in NCS.

Network Control System (NCS) whitepaper 
• An overview of how NCS can be used as a power tool for Network Engineers.

Automating Network and Service Configuration Using NETCONF and YANG 
• A presentation on NETCONF and YANG for service automation made at the LISA 
Usenix 2011 event.

You should also watch the two demo videos that can be found under the Technical 
Demos tab

5.2.  For Users of NCS

If you’re already a registered user of NCS you have access to the NCS User Guide.

NCS user guide 
A very comprehensive technical manual (800+ pages) covering all NCS modules and 
including a guide to using NCS to develop automated configuration management 
applications.

5.2.1. Using examples 
If you already are a registered user of NCS, then you should use the library of 
examples to learn how to do different configurations. The examples can be found in 
“$NCS_DIR/examples.ncs”. Read and run the README files to find out more.

Every example directory is a complete NCS run-time directory. The README files 
explain how to generate a simulated network and NCS configuration for running the 
specific examples.

To learn more go to Tail-f’s 
website at www.tail-f.com for 
information about how NCS can 
manage creation, deployment, 
and full lifecycle management for 
your services.
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5.2.2. List of examples 
The library of examples bundled with NCS includes some examples about using 
NCS and some about developing with NCS. This list contains the examples about 
using NCS. 

examples.ncs/getting-started/using-ncs/0-hello-world 
• Shows how to start and stop NCS and includes basic information on directories  
 and files.

examples.ncs/getting-started/using-ncs/1-simulated- ios 
• Illustrates typical configuration scenarios by using the NCS CLI towards simulated  
 Cisco routers. It also introduces the NCS Network Simulator.

examples.ncs/getting-started/using-ncs/2-real-device- cisco-ios 
examples.ncs/getting-started/using-ncs/3-real-device- juniper 
• Demonstrates a procedure for creating an NCS setup for a NED for a device that  
 you already in the network.

examples.ncs/getting-started/using-ncs/6-access-lists 
• This example creates Access Lists (firewall rules) across simulated Cisco and  
 Juniper devices.

examples.ncs/datacenter-qinq 
• The Q-in-Q example shown in this document.

examples.ncs/web-server-farm/web-site-service 
• This example provisions web sites over web servers and load balancers.

examples.ncs/mpls/mpls-services 
• A simple MPLS provisioning scenario.

examples.ncs/getting-started/developing-with-ncs/0- router-
network 
• More complete view of using NCS with CLI examples to manage devices
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6. Terminology 
 
Terms used in this document, arranged in alphabetical order, with definitions.

Term Description

ACL Access Control List

BGP Border Gateway Protocol

CDB Datastore at core of NCS

CLI Command Line Interface

Device

 
Any device, for example, physical, virtual, OpenFlow switch and L4-L7 applications 
such as Firewalls 

Device group

 
A logical grouping of devices. Device groups can be hierarchical and devices can 
belong to several groups. 

Device model

 
A concrete data-model representing the configuration and operational attributes of a 
device. In NCS all devices are modeled using YANG. 

Device template

 
A collection of configuration values that can be applied to a device, (“Golden Config”). 
A device template can contain variables that are given at invocation time. 

IP Internet Protocol

NETCONF

 
The Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF) is a standard network protocol 
that provides mechanisms to install, manipulate and delete the configuration of 
network devices. NETCONF is an XML-based data encoding for configuration data 
and protocol messages. Protocol operations are realized as remote procedure calls 
(RPCs). (Ref. RFC 6241) 

Q-in-Q

 
Q-in-Q  (IEEE 802.1Q  is the networking standard that supports VLANs to create 
layer2 VPNs. 

Service model

 
A representation of a network function that is not specific to one device. Examples 
are VPN, VLAN and Firewall Rules. In NCS, service models are specified using YANG. 
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Term Description

SNMP

 
Simple Network Management Protocol is an Internet protocol for managing and 
monitoring devices on IP networks.  Many devices support SNMP e.g. routers, 
switches, servers and workstations. 

VLAN Virtual Local Area Network

VPN Virtual Private Network.

XML Extensible Markup Language

YANG

 
YANG is a data modeling language used to model configuration and state data that 
can be manipulated by NETCONF, NETCONF remote procedure calls and NETCONF 
notifications. (Ref. RFC 6020) 
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